
Mathematics 
Number work will focus on counting, reading, writing, ordering and comparing numbers to at least 100.   They will count in steps of 2 and 5 
from 0 and in tens from any number, forward and backward. The children will be taught to recognise the place value of each digit in a two-
digit number and will use place value and number facts to solve problems.  In geometry, the children will identify and describe the 
properties of 2D and 3D shapes, including the vertical line of symmetry in 2D shapes. Mathematical vocabulary will be used to describe 
position, direction and movement.  In addition to comparing and ordering measures, the children will use money to practically solve 
problems using addition and subtraction facts.   
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History, Geography and PSHE 
In history we are studying a significant historical person in our local 
area. We have chosen to research information about Bishop 
Patteson to find out why The King’s School has a family house named 
Patteson. 
 
After half-term in Geography, the children will look at the human 
and physical features in their own locality. We will compare our area 
with other locations in the UK and beyond, with the focus on the 
weather in Japan. This country will be studied in greater detail next 
term. 
 
In PSHE this term, we will focus on the theme of ‘New Beginnings’ 
and ‘Relationships’. The class have been involved in creating a class 
charter which all the children have contributed to and signed. The 
PSHE lessons will include a circle time, providing opportunities to 
share feelings and reflect upon what is happening in the class. During 
National Anti-Bullying Week in November we will focus on the 
meaning of this and what our school does to prevent it from 
happening. 
 
English 
Phonics will continue to take place on a daily basis taught 
through a programme called Spell It, which is linked to 
phase 5 and 6 in Phonics Play. Literacy lessons will follow 
teaching sequences focused on a particular class story. We 
are currently creating a display about a book titled, ‘It’s my 
Birthday’ and using the story sequence to plan our own 
party to encourage independent writing to develop their 
vocabulary and grammatical knowledge 
The children will continue to learn how to use correct 
punctuation and suffixes to spell longer words. They will 
have regular handwriting lessons to support their letter 
formation. 
Independent writing will be encouraged across the 
curriculum, which will require children to use their phonic 
knowledge. Neat and tidy work will be expected in every 
subject. 
 

Art, Music and Design & Technology 
In Music, the children will be using an online resource called 
‘Charanga’.  The learning within this scheme is based on 
Listening and Appraising, Musical Activities - creating and 
exploring and performing.  The children will develop skills in 
playing instruments, reading simple music, improvisation and 
composition. Their focus song is ‘Hey You!’ in old school hip hop 
style. 
 
The children’s art will be a topic about Vincent Van Gogh.  They 
will use Van Gogh as a stimulus, making links to their own 
work. Through drawing, painting and using materials the 
children will develop art and design techniques in using colour, 
texture, line, shape and space. We will link to the geography 
topic of ‘weather’.    
 
In Design and Technology, the children will be looking at how 
food keeps us healthy and consider where food comes from 
locally and around the world.  The children will taste and 
evaluate a range of fruits and design and make a fruit salad, 
taking into consideration food preparation, hygiene and safety. 
 

Science 
In Science this term, the children will be learning about living things and 
explaining differences between things that are living and things that have 
never been alive.  They will investigate their environment and sort and 
classify objects.   They will also investigate materials and their properties, 
experimenting to find suitable materials for a purpose.  They will develop 
their skills in working scientifically and develop ways to plan, observe, 
record and conclude their observations.   

 

 
 

 
Religious Education 
This term the children will explore the theme of ‘Who am I’. They will 
consider what it means to be special and to be special to others. They will 
look at their special experiences, places and celebrations. They will use 
stories, prayers and songs to help them understand more about 
themselves and about God.  They will explore ideas that relate to the 
practices of religion and belief communities, looking at both Christianity 
and Judaism. 
 

MAPLE CLASS - YEAR 2 

Computing 
Internet safety, at a level appropriate to the children’s 
age, is covered every term.  
This term, the children will learn that the information they 
put online leaves a digital footprint or ‘trail’.  We will 
discuss how this ‘trail’ can be big or small, helpful or 
hurtful, depending on how it is managed.   
The children will also plan and identify when to use IT to 
support their learning in all aspects of the curriculum.  

 
 

 

Physical Education 
In gymnastics, the children will perform balances with control and create 
their own sequences of movement. A cultural story will be the basis for 
dance to encourage the children to use movement to explore and 
communicate their own feelings and thoughts. In games they will focus 
on learning the skills needed to outwit another player, with a focus on 
dribbling, throwing and catching a ball. Sports Week was an excellent 
opportunity to experience a variety of physical activities and it 
encouraged the children to be healthy and enjoy being active. 

 



 
General information for parents of children in Maple Class 

 
Mornings – Please wait with your child in the front playground until the bell is rung at 8.55am. If you arrive after 9.00 am, you will need to take 
your child to the school office. 
 
Collection from School - If your child is going to be collected by someone other than yourself, please let us know and we will write it in our red 
book. We understand that some circumstances can lead to a change of plan but we would be grateful if you could limit informing us by 
telephone to those times when there is no alternative as the office is not always staffed. 
 
Communication – Mrs Garrick or Mrs McLoughlin will be in the front playground before school if you need a quick word. However, if you need 
to discuss something more formally then let them know and we can arrange a convenient time.  
 
Snacks and water bottles – Your child can bring a healthy snack into school for morning play but please do not send nut products. All children 
need a bottle of water to drink from during the day. Fresh fruit is available to all children in Maple Class and they have this every afternoon. 
 
School lunches – All children in KS1 are entitled to a free school meal. If you would like your child to have a school lunch, you are welcome to 
send in a note with your child’s menu choices for the week on a Monday morning. Please also ensure that your child knows what they are 
having each day.  
 
Homework   – Homework books will come home on a Wednesday and need to be returned to school on the following Monday morning. Please 
support your child in doing their homework and make sure that they have everything that they need. As phonics is an important part of their 
curriculum, you may like to perform some activities and games on Phonics Play. We are currently working on Phase 4 for Year 1 and Year 2 
have stated to follow a phonics programme called Spell It which links to phase 5 and 6 on Phonics Play. 
 
Reading Records – Please could you date and comment on your child’s reading in their reading record every time that you listen to them read. 
Listening to your child read for five minutes each day will make a huge difference to their progress 
  

Please make sure that your child has their reading book and PE kit at school every day. 
 

Below are specific targets for your child this term and you will be informed as they are amended. 
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Maths 
 
 
 
 
                                                   
  
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 


